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Introduction

Algorithms are increasingly popular in the public sector in countries all around the world: they are used to provide services (Pencheva, Esteve & Mikhaylov, 2018) but also to, for instance, support decision-making (Van der Voort et al., 2019) and predict recidivism (Kleinberg et al., 2017). Furthermore, the police use algorithms to predict crime patterns (Meijer & Wessels, 2019), tax departments use algorithms to detect tax fraud (Zouridis, Van Eck & Bovens, 2020) and local governments use algorithms to make garbage collection more efficient (Ramalho, Rossetti & Cacho, 2017). The current wave of algorithms uses relatively new techniques, such as machine-learning and deep learning, to transform organizational processes (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Burrell, 2016).

The ‘magic’ of these new technologies is appealing to governments since they promise to bring us more effective processes, better informed decisions and more insights in complex realities through informative and seamless interfaces. At the same time, the ‘magic’ of these new technologies is also risky since the use of algorithms can produce bias and even discriminatory practices; it can result in errors in the implementation of policies and it can also hamper the interactions between governments and citizens. Therefore, various authors stress that we need to step back and reflect on how algorithms can be applied to realize desirable outcomes (O’Neil, 2016; Eubanks, 2018; Gerards, 2019). For instance, various municipal governments in the Netherlands used a machine-learning algorithm (Systeem Risicoindicatie, SyRI) to detect welfare fraud amongst citizens. While at the beginning there was widespread support for this system among government officials, in early 2020 the system was judged ‘discriminatory’ and ‘not transparent’, not only by civil rights activists, but also by the District Court. Vulnerable citizens, often those from a migrant background, were unfairly profiled to be a suspect of welfare fraud.

The example of SyRI in the Netherlands illustrates an issue of wider significance: there is an urgent societal need to not only focus on issues of effectiveness and efficiency but also identify how governments can avoid negative unintended consequences of the use of algorithms – such as bias and problems of fairness – to maintain the trust of citizens (Hoffman, 2019). How can we expect citizens to trust...
government if this system works with an algorithm that is both opaque and discriminatory? Various concerns have been raised regarding the impacts of these systems on privacy but also on discrimination of different groups in society and its neglect of human contact. It is still unclear how government organizations will deal with issues such as interpreting big data in a non-discriminatory manner, handling privacy fairly, using means proportional to the objectives and ensuring human contact (Dencik et al., 2019).

We argue that these concerns go beyond the mere implementation of algorithms; they also relate to how organizations transform and change to enable the use of algorithms. In this chapter, we will label this process algorithmization: an organization that transforms its working routines around the use of algorithms for its actions and decisions. We highlight that an analysis of algorithmization requires a focus not only on the technology but also on its organizational implementation in terms of the expertise of employees, information resources, organizational structure, organizational policy and monitoring & evaluation to understand why the use of algorithms does or does not produce citizen trust.

In this chapter we link algorithmization to a crucial concept in contemporary governance: citizen trust in government. Trust in government is regarded as an essential element in developed societies. It has been found, for example, that if government institutions are not trusted by the citizens they serve, they are unable to function properly (Fukuyama, 1995; Inglehart, 1999; Levi & Stoker, 2000). Given the rapid algorithmization of government, we need to identify desirable forms of algorithmization in the public sector. Two preconditions for maintaining citizen trust have been proposed in the literature: (1) incorporating values in the design of algorithms as a precondition for organizational responsibility (e.g. Friedman, Kahn & Borning, 2008; Van den Hoven, 2013) and (2) demonstrating the correct usage of algorithms to the public as a precondition for accountability (e.g. Diakopoulos, 2016). In this chapter we argue that algorithmization in the public sector can only sustain citizen trust when it is based on both preconditions.

To this end, we first discuss what we understand by citizen trust and we outline why trust is so important in the public sector. We then offer a discussion of algorithmization as an organizational process and we stress that this organizational process, rather than the technology in itself, demands our attention if we want to strengthen citizen trust. The next sections discuss how two preconditions – responsible and accountable algorithmization – can contribute to citizen trust. We end this chapter by presenting a model for responsible and accountable algorithmization in the public sector.

**The fundamental role of trust in government**

Although many scholars have emphasized the importance of trust, we start off with a note that trust in government as such is not strictly necessary. People can ‘accept’ and obey an oppressive government, not because they trust it but because they fear the consequences of disobedience. According to political scientist Russell Hardin (1999, 2002), trust in government is ‘only’ needed under relatively benign
circumstances, such as can be found in democratic regimes. Hardin further argues that government functions well as long as it not actively distrusted by people.

A certain degree of trust makes governing much easier and more benign. Many scholars argue that if government is perceived to be trustworthy, citizens tend to comply more often with its demands, laws and regulations without coercion (Tyler, 2006). For instance, Tom Tyler and Peter DeGoe (1996) found that people’s evaluations of the trustworthiness of organizational authorities shape their willingness to accept the decisions of authorities and influence their feelings of obligation to follow organizational rules and laws. Indeed, trust can be viewed as an important component of government legitimacy (Tyler, 2006).

Furthermore, Marc Hetherington (1998) highlights the relevance of political trust. Political trust concerns citizens’ trust in their political leaders, which translates into more support for politicians and political institutions. This gives leaders more leeway to govern effectively and offers institutions more support and legitimacy. Furthermore, without public support for solutions, problems tend to linger and become more acute; if not resolved, this becomes the foundation for discontent.

Citizen trust is not a necessity, but it is still regarded as highly important for government. But what exactly is trust in government? To better understand citizen trust in government we have to turn to a variety of scholarly disciplines. Understanding why and how people trust has been a central focus of research by psychologists, sociologists, political scientists, economists and organizational scientists (Grimmelikhuijsen, 2012). Across and even within disciplines, countless definitions, concepts and operationalizations are being used. In an attempt to find cross-disciplinary agreement about the concept of trust, Denise Rousseau, Sim Sitkin, Ronald Burt, and Colin Camerer (1998) developed a definition that is frequently cited in the social sciences. According to them, trust is ‘a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another’.

According to Rousseau and colleagues, all definitions of trust assume the presence of some form of positive expectation regarding the intentions and behaviour of the object of trust. The object of trust in this chapter is government. An element of this definition that requires more elaboration is ‘positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of another’. Of what, in the context of government, are these positive expectations comprised?

Trustworthiness concerns the characteristics of the object of trust as perceived by an individual (Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995). A large body of literature has attempted to identify specific elements that might influence an individual’s perceptions of trustworthy behaviours and intentions (see, for an overview, McKnight, Choudhury & Kacmar, 2002; McEvily & Tortoriello, 2011; Grimmelikhuijsen & Knies, 2017). Generally, the importance of the various elements tends to differ according to the discipline in question, yet some degree of commonality can be found.

The three most commonly cited elements are perceived competence, perceived benevolence and perceived integrity (also sometimes called honesty) (Grimmelikhuijsen, 2012). Perceived competence is the extent to which a citizen...
perceives government to be capable, effective, skillful, and professional; perceived benevolence refers to the extent to which a citizen perceives government to care about the welfare of the public and to be motivated to act in the public interest; perceived integrity is whether a citizen perceives government to be sincere, truthful, and to fulfil its promises. It should be noted that benevolence and integrity are of a different nature than competence, as they reflect ethical traits rather than some kind of capability. Benevolence reflects the trustee’s motives and is based on altruism. In contrast, competence is a utilitarian dimension of trust, as it refers to the actual functioning of government organizations.

This section discussed the fundamental role of trust in government and how it can be conceptualized. We highlighted that trust should be understood as a multidimensional concept that consists of citizens’ perceptions of government competence, benevolence and integrity. In the next section, we outline what we mean by algorithmization of government.

**Algorithmization in the public sector**

Many academic debates focus on the characteristics and features of algorithms as a technological artifact. This perspective focuses on the design of these algorithms to prevent biases and prejudices. We acknowledge the importance of value-sensitive design of algorithms but also stress that it is not only about the design. We know from decades of studies of information and communication technologies in the public sector that we need to study organizational practices to understand the effects of the use of algorithms. This is why we use the term ‘algorithmization’ as an organizational process rather than algorithm as a technological artifact. Building upon earlier work on informatization in government (Zuurmond, 1994: 42–48), we distinguish the following components of algorithmization:

1. **Technology.** The process of algorithmization starts with the introduction of a technology into organizational processes. The algorithm can be a stand-alone decision-support system but also a system that is well integrated in the organization’s infrastructure.

2. **Expertise.** The use of algorithms in an organization requires a variety of expertise. Experts that know how to work with the system are needed but also experts that maintain the algorithm and ensure that it is properly installed in the organization’s information environment.

3. **Information relations.** Algorithmic applications will generally build upon existing information in the organization but also produce new types of information. This means that the algorithm has an effect on the information relations within the organization and often also outside of the organization if information from other actors is used.

4. **Organizational structure.** The use of algorithms often leads to new collaborations between different departments. Algorithmic applications can also lead to new forms of organizational control if they dictate the implementation of processes.
Organizational policy. Organizations develop policies for the use of an algorithm in the organization. These policies touch upon issues such as the transparency of the algorithm, responsibilities for usage, maintenance, etc.

Monitoring and evaluation. Organizations develop methods and systems for monitoring and evaluating the foreseen and unforeseen outcomes of the use of algorithms in terms of output and effects.

These six elements form the cornerstones of a conceptual understanding of algorithmization and help us to sharpen our perspective when we study how algorithms are used in the public sector. They also provide starting points for thinking about strengthening citizen trust in the use of algorithms. This trust does not only depend on the nature of the technology but also on the experts that guide the use of the algorithm, the information that is used by the algorithm to provide its output, the organizational control over the algorithm, and the policies that organizations have developed to guide the usage and maintenance of the algorithm.

In an empirical study of the Berlin Police, Lukas Lorenz (2019) used this organizational perspective on algorithms to rethink the nature of bureaucratic organizations. Building upon Max Weber’s classic work on bureaucratic organizations and Arre Zuurmond’s (1998) work on infocratic organizations, Lorenz sketches the contours of a new type of organization: the algocracy. He conceptualizes the algocracy as a new ideal type of rational-legal authority that helps to understand and explain how algorithmic systems shape public organizations. He characterizes the algocracy as a further rationalized organizational configuration of the professional bureaucracy rather than of the machine bureaucracy: the standardization of skills is replaced by automated advice.

This discussion highlights that we need to think about the organizational processes surrounding the introduction of new technologies in organizations – the emerging algocratic organizations – to develop ways to strengthen citizen trust in the public sector. To this end, we emphasize two classical approaches to strengthening trust in government organizations: responsibility and accountability.

**Responsible algorithmization**

A first route for strengthening citizen trust in algorithmization is provided by the notion of responsibility. Responsibility is one of the key concepts in ethical theory and its roots can be traced back to Aristotle. He emphasized that moral responsibility grows out of an ability to reason, an awareness of action and consequences, and a willingness to act free from external compulsion (Roberts, 1989). Responsibility refers to the idea that persons have moral obligations and duties to others, such as their well-being and their health, and to larger ethical and moral traditions such as freedom and empowerment, and that persons, thus, need to consider these obligations and duties in their individual decisions and actions.

More recently, the notion of responsibility has been applied to public organizations. Political scientist Herman van Gunsteren (1976) highlights that we should strive to embed responsibility in (complex) organizations rather than emphasize
the need to control the activities of all individual members of organizations. His approach stresses the need to acknowledge the limitations of bureaucratic control mechanisms such as hierarchy and formal rules and to place more emphasis on the responsibility of individuals in the organization. According to Van Gunsteren, the notion of responsibility is needed when rigid moral norms – embedded in organizational standard procedures – cannot keep up with rapidly changing circumstances and more flexibility is required to apply sound moral judgement. At the same time, this does not mean that ‘anything goes’: judgement needs to be made based on ethically respectable values and reasonable perceptions of relevant facts (Van Gunsteren, 2015: 318). ‘Responsibility forums’ where individual judgement needs to be explained can play a key role in strengthening the responsibility of individuals in organizations.

Furthermore, the notion of responsibility has been used to think about innovation. In the context of the European Union, the notion of responsible innovation has come to play an important role in funding for technology development. The key idea is that innovation traditionally focuses only on gains in efficiency and effectiveness. Other considerations are often regarded as barriers to the innovation process. The notion of responsible innovation reconceptualizes these barriers and stresses that other values need to play a role in the way the innovation process is structured and implemented. In our understanding of responsible algorithmization, we build upon the broader notion of responsible innovation, which Richard Owen, Phil Macnaghten and Jack Stilgoe define as ‘a collective duty of care, first to rethink what we want from innovation and then how we can make its pathways responsive in the face of uncertainty’ (2012: 757–758).

These general notions about responsibility in organizations and responsible innovation can be used as a basis for ideas about the responsible use of algorithms in public organizations. Key elements in this conceptualization are (1) ethical judgement, (2) based on values, (3) and perceptions of relevant facts, (4) to enact a duty of care (5) through responsive pathways. Based on these elements, we formulate the following conceptualization of responsible algorithmization:

**Responsible algorithmization** refers to the adequate weighing of ethical dilemmas involved in the organizational use of algorithms based on knowledge about the (possible) impacts to ensure that the algorithmization respects moral obligations to others and to moral traditions through methods that are responsive to the various other actors involved.

Responsibility for algorithmization can be operationalized by building upon the notion of value-sensitive design, which can be defined as ‘a theoretically grounded approach to the design of technology that accounts for human values in a principled and comprehensive manner throughout the design process’ (Friedman, Kahn & Borning, 2008: 69). For a value-sensitive algorithmization of government, a comprehensive understanding of the values at stake in a specific process of algorithmic decision-making and of how these values are incorporated in the organizational use of the algorithm is needed (Mingers & Walsham, 2010). Thus, we
apply value-sensitivity not only to the design of the technology but also to the other elements of algorithmization (expertise, information resources, organizational structure, organizational policy). The questions that can help guide organizations towards responsible algorithmization are presented in Table 4.1.

How will responsible algorithmization affect citizen trust in government? In the above, we identified value-sensitivity as a core component of responsible algorithmization. This relates directly to the benevolence and integrity dimension of trust in government. Benevolence refers to the expectations by citizens that government is acting benign and in the interest of citizens; integrity refers to expectations of honesty and truthfulness (Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995; Grimmelikhuijsen & Knies, 2017). If algorithmization is done with consideration of relevant values – e.g. algorithms are used in a fair and unbiased manner – this will likely positively affect citizens’ perceptions of the honesty and benevolence of government. Conversely, when citizens, for instance, feel a welfare fraud algorithm targets them unfairly, this is likely to cause a decline in perceived honesty and benevolence.

The different organizational policy components – organizational policy and monitoring & evaluation – are also likely to contribute to citizen trust in government competence. The basic argument here is that well-considered choices in terms of how the algorithm is to be used in the organization and a consistent monitoring and evaluation of the desired and undesired outcomes contribute to

| Table 4.1 Assessment questions for value-sensitivity as a precondition for responsible algorithmization |
|-------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| **Dimension of algorithmization** | **Assessment question** |
| Technology | How are the different values at stake identified and embedded in the design of the algorithm? |
| Expertise | Are the experts that develop, support and maintain the algorithm aware of relevant ethical considerations and can they make value-sensitive choices? |
| Information relations | Have the value choices in the datasets used by the algorithm been analysed and are the values that follow from new combinations of data acknowledged? |
| Organizational structure | Has the overall responsibility for a value-sensitive use of the algorithm in organizational practices been clearly allocated? |
| Organizational policy | Does the organization have a policy for ensuring value-sensitivity in the organizational use of the algorithm? |
| Monitoring and evaluation | Does the organization have a system for monitoring and evaluating outcomes in terms of the various values at stake in the use of the algorithm? |
the perception that government is using these algorithms in a rational manner. There is a reason for caution here, however. If citizens expect governments to perform much better than they actually do, this can also result in a decline of perceived competence (Grimmelikhuijsen, 2012).

In sum, the first condition that we have identified for maintaining the trust of citizens in an organization that uses algorithms is responsible algorithmization. We have argued that value-sensitivity is the basis for responsible algorithmization and we listed six questions that can help organizations assess their level of responsible algorithmization.

**Accountable algorithmization**

A second route to strengthening citizen trust in algorithmization is provided by the notion of accountability. This notion builds upon the concept of public accountability which political scientist Mark Bovens defines as ‘a relationship between an actor and a forum, in which the actor has an obligation to explain and to justify his or her conduct, the forum can pose questions and pass judgement, and the actor may face consequences’ (2007: 450). Based on this general definition, we can provide a specific definition (see Wieringa, 2020, for an in-depth analysis) of algorithmic accountability:

Accountable algorithmization can be defined as the justification of the organizational usage of an algorithm and explanations for its outcomes to an accountability forum that can ask questions, pass judgement and impose consequences.

Transparency is an important condition for realizing public accountability, although scholars have noted that transparency does not automatically lead to more accountability (Hood, 2010). Albert Meijer (2014) indicates that transparency facilitates accountability if it presents an actual and significant increase in the available information, if there are actors capable of processing the information, and if exposure has a direct or indirect impact on the government or public agency. Without transparency, accountability is difficult to realize since relevant facts that need to be assessed are not available.

Lack of transparency is a key concern regarding the use of algorithms in the public sector (e.g. Lepri et al., 2018). Machine-learning algorithms that use various internal and external data sets are so complicated that the logic of decision-making – and possible biases – are difficult to detect (Janssen & Van den Hoven, 2015). In addition, the lack of transparency may concern the responsibilities, procedures and practices of algorithmic usage in the organization. In response to these concerns, algorithmic transparency has been proposed as a key element of accountable algorithms applications in the public sector (Diakopoulos, 2016; Lepri et al., 2018). We extend this concept to transparency and apply it not only to the algorithm as a technology but also to its organizational use.
The basic idea is that algorithmic decision-making by government should be accessible and explainable (Kroll et al., 2017). Accessibility implies providing clear information about the input, throughput and output of a decision-making process: which data has been used, which decision rules have been applied and what was the outcome? Explainability concerns the substantive reasons for a decision: on what grounds was the decision made and how does this relate to legislation and other formal rules and policies? In short, accountable algorithmization means that algorithmic decision-making needs to be accessible and explainable. Following these considerations, we define a set of questions to guide organizations (see Table 4.2).

Procedural fairness theory offers valuable insights in how transparency – in terms of accessibility and explicability – may affect trust. Procedural justice theory (e.g. Tyler, 2006) posits that individuals can be satisfied with negative decisions as long as they consider the decision procedure to be fair. Accordingly, accessible and explainable algorithmization helps foster fair procedures and eventually more trust in a decision-maker (i.e. government) (Grootelaar & Van den Bos, 2018; Porumbescu & Grimmelikhuijsen, 2018).

Table 4.2 Assessment questions for transparency as a precondition for accountable algorithmization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of algorithmization</th>
<th>Assessment question for accessibility</th>
<th>Assessment question for explainability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Is there access to the code to scrutinize design choices?</td>
<td>Does the algorithm provide substantive reasons for decisions or advice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>Are the function characteristics of the experts involved in algorithmization transparent?</td>
<td>Are reasons provided for the expertise involved in algorithmization?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information relations</td>
<td>Is there access to the key features of the data sets used by the algorithm?</td>
<td>Does the organization explain which datasets are used by the algorithm, why and how?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational structure</td>
<td>Are organizational responsibilities for the algorithmization transparent?</td>
<td>Are choices regarding organizational responsibilities for algorithmization explained?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational policy</td>
<td>Is the organizational policy for algorithmization accessible?</td>
<td>Is the organizational policy for algorithmization explained?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and evaluation</td>
<td>Is there access to the results of the algorithmization in terms of foreseen and unforeseen effects?</td>
<td>Are the foreseen and unforeseen effects of algorithmization explained?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
More specifically, explicability is a core component of procedural fairness. Explaining citizens how an algorithm functions is expected to have a positive impact on levels of trust (cf. Grimmelikhuijsen et al., 2019). A second component of procedural fairness is the neutrality of the decision-maker (Van den Bos, Vermunt & Wilke, 1997). Core elements of Table 4.2, such as the accessibility of datasets, algorithms and organizational policies indicate that, in an optimistic scenario, decisions based on algorithmization are neutral and unbiased. Eventually, similar to value-sensitivity, this relates to how citizens perceive the benevolence and integrity of government.

Transparency regarding the foreseen and unforeseen effects of algorithmization may contribute to the perceived competence of government. If citizens see that algorithmization actually leads to desired outcomes while the undesired outcomes are limited, their trust in government’s ability to realize better outcomes may increase. The monitoring and evaluation of algorithmization is also expected to play a key role in contributing to perceived competence.

In sum, the second condition that we have identified for maintaining the trust of citizens in an organization that uses algorithms is accountable algorithmization. Using transparency as a proxy for accountable algorithmization, we have listed 12 questions that organizations can use to assess their level of accountable algorithmization.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed how ‘algorithmization’ has become a potent force, changing traditional bureaucracies into algocracies. The new generation of algorithms that are now finding their way to governments across the globe are more than a change of technology: they trigger a range of organizational changes that eventually transform bureaucratic decision-making. In this context, machine-learning algorithms are often portrayed as problematic for accountable and responsible decision-making. We argue that both accountable and responsible algorithmization are needed to sustain citizen trust in the use of these algorithms. The argument we developed in this chapter is summarized in Table 4.3.

The two preconditions of value-sensitivity and transparency are a starting point for realizing responsible and accountable algorithmization. However, this does not resolve all issues. A first issue is that algorithmization is not limited to the use of merely one technological system in an organization. There are entire ecosystems of algorithms that use data from various sources and that are implemented in networks of organizations (Cicirelli et al., 2019). The ‘problem of many hands’ is compounded by these developments and it is not easy to indicate who is responsible and accountable. In that sense, further work on the assessment questions formulated here is needed to test and re-develop them for ecosystems of algorithms.

A second issue that demands more attention is the fact that machine-learning algorithms change over time. This raises questions about the dynamics of values: value-sensitivity may be ensured at the start but a machine-learning algorithm can, over time, develop patterns that conflict with key values. In addition, transparency
Table 4.3 Potential relations between algorithmization and trust in government

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of trust</th>
<th>Value-sensitivity as a precondition for responsible algorithmization</th>
<th>Transparency as a precondition for accountable algorithmization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competence</td>
<td>Value-sensitive algorithmization may strengthen perceived competence if the organization demonstrates that various values are measured and its policy focuses on realizing value.</td>
<td>Explicable and accessible monitoring and evaluation of algorithmization provides insights in the outcomes, which is expected to increase perceived competence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>Value-sensitive algorithmization ensures that values important to citizens (e.g. fairness) are not overlooked, which is expected to increase perceived benevolence.</td>
<td>Explicable and accessible algorithmization ensures that government works in the interest of citizens, which is expected to increase perceived benevolence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Value-sensitive algorithmization ensures that decision-makers are more value-sensitive and thus act more ethically; this is expected to increase perceived integrity.</td>
<td>Explicable and accessible algorithmization ensures that external stakeholders have access, which contributes to more open and truthful algorithmization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

may be ensured at the start, but after a process of machine-learning the algorithm can have become opaque because its decision rules have changed following learning processes. This means that the questions formulated here may need to be applied iteratively to ensure that responsibility and accountability persist over time. Further research is needed to provide an understanding of these dynamics of responsible and accountable algorithmization.

In sum, this chapter provides a basic understanding of the importance of responsibility and accountability in producing citizen trust in algorithmization. The key message is that organizations should not only look at designers of algorithms and expect that they will bring the solution: public organizations need to take action to organize responsible and accountable use of algorithms in their organizational processes.
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